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From the Editor:  
Again, I have to apologize for the long delay between Newsletters; for procrastinating and getting tied

up in my own affairs.  It was an awful winter – long, cold, full of snow.  I couldn’t wait to see the first signs of
spring and sweat!  I’m hopeful that you and your horses fared well thru the winter months and are happily
discussing bug spray, horse sweat and electrolytes.  It was a hard winter for me and things definitely didn’t go
as planned.  My 2014 competition schedule was completely derailed and I found myself wondering if it was
even possible to get it back on the tracks at all.  

Then I discovered that a setback is just a setup for a comeback.  

I decided to make lemonade out of lemons.  Since I couldn’t ride my own horse, I took the opportunity to ride
someone else’s.  I tapped into one of our local resources and signed up for lessons in a completely different
discipline than what I compete.  What a concept! It was the first time in almost my entire riding career that
my focus was not on improving the horse, but on improving me!  I decided that when I could throw a leg
across my own horse’s back, I would be a better rider than when I got off of her.  That I would work to
become the rider that my horse deserves.  Even though I’ve been riding most of my life and I’ve competed at
the upper levels, I went back to basics.  Some days I feel like a beginner again, working on my basic position
like heels down, shoulders up, elbows bent, but I have a vision, and a plan, and a clear path to get there.
With the help of my big grey lesson partner, my Allie and I will comeback as a force to be reckoned with in the
competition arena – bigger and better and stronger than ever!
Ingrid
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TATTLE TRAILS

Reminder – 
Membership time has come
and gone!  Make sure you
have renewed (or Join) by

visiting our website or giving
one of the officers a call!!

http://www.bridlepath.org/


What’s Happened??

May arrived pretty much on schedule with greening grass and blooming flowers.  Winter's various assaults,
which   damaged many shrubs and trees, didn’t injure any of our street-side trees.  The loss of a couple of large
branches was more of an automatic pruning that left a bit of debris, but improved the symmetry of the tree.

Our educational series of activities began with a jump clinic on May 10 taught by Nancy Jones from
Logansbrook Equine Center, with a follow-on session 8 days later.  Horses, of course, know perfectly well how
to jump over obstacles that they need or want to cross.  The confusion and problems arise when they carry a
rider on their backs.  Now misunderstandings can quickly arise.  Jonsie (as we fondly call her) helps to improve
the communication between horse and his rider so they can have an enjoyable time together.

In June Megan Finkel from Crewe Hill Stable brought her expertise to our local riders.  In horsemanship, as
in any other area, you can never know all the practical wisdom that has been accumulated over the centuries.   As
riders we don't want to reinvent the wheel every time there is a bump on the bridle path.   So how lucky are we
to be in a community that has the open space for pastures for our horses, miles of trails, a beautiful showgrounds
for any horse/rider to use, two large stables filled with horses of all kinds, and years and years worth of
knowledge and experience contained in the heads of people willing and able to share it??

Some practical events took place, too.  The small ring got a new pipe gate to replace the old panel one, so
that now all the gates come up to the standard of the new split rail fence and the mowed and groomed grass.  
Peter Finkel of Crewe Hill dumped a couple of loads of sand onto the practice arena.  This improved the
footing for the horses helping to keep their feet and legs comfortable and sound as they trot around and around
doing their exercises.  We also bought a small drag.  Now the sand can be regularly fluffed and smoothed. 
Across the street, Sean Colquhoun noticed that the hedge did not meet the new standard so he improved its
appearance by clipping and pruning.

In mid-June we had the annual horse show – our joint venture with Crewe Hill Stables.  The showgrounds
was the perfect arena to showcase the highly polished and accomplished showhorses.  The weather was fine,
food and drink was available, the scene was fabulous.  The riders got an extra benefit that usually doesn't
happen.  The judge was kind enough and patient enough to make comments to the riders about their
performance - where they excelled or where to make improvements to the journey toward perfection.  A show
day is always long and a lot of work but the reward in the form of a satisfying performance, excitement, maybe a
ribbon or two and a lot of fun is worth it all.

A huge thank you for our wonderful sponsors~

Green Village Garage CANTERPA
Yvonne & Louis Lanzerotti Joanna Bligh
The Scully Family Anne Quinn & Kim Cannon – Coldwell Banker Realtors
Jeff & Karen Kirby Weber Family
Veronica Beard and Family Beval Saddlery
Burns Family Coach Stop Saddlery
Green Village Deli Fuller Family
McSweeney Family Toohey Family
Rogalin Family Somerset Grain, Feed & Supply
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And some great performances at the show!  Everyone had a great time!!

From Jessica Jones:
The Bridle Path and Crewe Hill Horse show was a great event. The weather was beautiful and the footing could
not have been better. The jumps looked marvelous in the newly fenced rings. The Hunter Derby was a great class
to end the day, Harding resident Ashleigh Scully won aboard her mount Partner In Crime.  Kaitlin Strada, also
from Harding was the Edith H Reynolds Perpetual Cup recipient of 2014, awarded to the best child rider of the
day.

  Veronica & Smokey

              

                                                 
Jessica Jones sums it up for us all for all the help: Many thanks to all of the volunteers who helped make the day
so special!
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From Veronica Ucko:
It was a beautiful day for the Bridle Path/Crewe Hill horse show
last month. I was excited to be able to participate in the
schooling hunters and somewhat nervous as it was my first
hunter experience. But nevertheless my nerves were wasted
-everyone was so friendly and relaxed it turned out to be such
a fun experience! My horse, Smokey, started off a little fresh
but then quickly relaxed and we had great rounds over the
jumps and in the flat class. At the finish, the judge's in depth
comments were so helpful I felt I had come away growing from
the experience. Can't wait until next year!

Veronica & Smokey

From Austin Tansey:

Hello, my name is Austin Tansey and I had so much fun at the horse show
this spring at the New Vernon Show Grounds.  This was my first horse
show at the Show Grounds. My Daddy led me on the Crewe Hill pony
named Freckles and she was so good! My sister also rode our pony Jazzmin
with Mommy leading her. Surprisingly all of us lead line riders were equally
as good and we all got first place with blue ribbons, water bottles and
lollipops! I can’t wait until the next show! P.S. – I also loved eating the
hamburgers from the food stand. 



Bridle Path and the Spring Valley Hunt were also present at the Harding Township Memorial Day Parade showing 
their gratitude for our soldiers who have kept us safe to enjoy the freedoms of our open fields and their Bridle 
Path Pride.

                      
     Jessica Jones, Brita Tansey, Doug Tansey,                                                  Spring Valley Hounds Hunt
     mounted are Dan Somers & Victoria Sroka

          

Brag Corner
Bragging rights go this time to Joanna Bligh and her Rita on an awesome job, Kathleen 
Young and her new boy Jay, and Vicky Sroka:

Joanna Bligh and her handy Morgan mare Rita continued their Eastern Competitive Trail Ride (driving division) 
series of competitions this year by attending the Green Mt Horse Assoc 15, 25, or 50 Ride and Drive in South 
Woodstock, VT, on June 8, 2014.  They were entered in the 25-mile drive, which is completed in 4 hours and 15 
minutes (with a 30 minute window to finish and a 20-minute hold half-way through). The horses' heart rate and 
respiration maximum parameters at the half-way point were 64/64 and Rita came in at 56/56, so we were cleared
to go on. 
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At the re-start line at the half-way point, the timer was
counting down for us to resume and Rita, on her own, turned
the cart around (I, of course, was at the reins but just let her
go) and she went directly for the water trough and drank and
drank! What a competitor she is! A few minutes later, we
were back to the re-start line and resumed our 25-mile drive.
We finished in 4 hours and 18 minutes--right on time and the
end heart rate and respiration maximum parameters were
44/24. Rita came in at 44/16. I was thrilled that she had no
metabolic points off! We received a Reserve Champion
(second place) award. The top placing horse was a seasoned
competitor--a Morgan gelding Ricardo who 6 weeks earlier
had driven in the Florida 100-mile (3 days: 45, 35, 20 miles)
competition and was Grand Champion! Rita is "off" for the
summer and resumes conditioning in August for the October
ECTRA NJ Devil (25-mile driving division) event in the
Wharton State Forest in Burlington County New Jersey. 



Vicky Sroka attended the 2nd Annual Gladstone Horse Show along with another Logansbrook barn mate (Kate 
Ryan) on July 18-20.  It was held at the United States Equestrian Team Headquarters in Gladstone.  The show 
benefited the Valerie Fund and the USEF.  If you have never been on the property it is well worth the trip.  The 
facility has a rich history of great riders and horses and the arena is spectacular.

The show itself had hunter and equitation classes all three days.  When you didn’t have a class, there were a 
number of vendors to visit who were selling items ranging from soap to saddles.  And if you were thirsty, there 
was a vendor selling ice cold beer “on tap”!  Vicky’s favorite was the beer infused with grapefruit.  She says, “I 
know it doesn’t sound so good but it was delicious, and I don’t even drink beer!”

She and Kate came away with some great ribbons and are looking forward to next year.

  Kathleen & Jay looking sharp at the Showgrounds

 

With a horrible winter behind us, many of us have been out and about on our beautiful bridle trails.  The big 
news is that we got the Blanchard trail off of Kennedy Lane relocated.  The new trail is awesome, thanks to Jamie
Miller and his trusty front end loader.  This would have been an impossible feat without Jamie, and the handful of
volunteers who gave up their valuable time to come out and help us clear.  

Many thanks to Gus Martinez who stepped in and offered to help mow some of the trails.  This was very helpful 
to me, since my schedule has been a little hectic this summer.  It was difficult to keep ahead of all the vegetation 
which has been aggressively growing due to all the rain we’ve had these past few months.  

Mare Olsen has been working closely with the Planning Board and Board of Adjustment in the township, and 
keeping us aware of any subdivisions that might affect our trails.  

  

Advice Offered By Dr. Emily Olson – Furlong Associates, Oldwick, NJ. 
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Trail Report From Kathleen Young

Our next major project will be to re-open some of the trails which link 
Young’s Road to  Logansbrook Equine Center, off of Lee’s Hill Road.  I’ll
put a notice out for a work crew to help once we get organized. 

As always mentioned in this trail report, please always be respectful of
our landowners, their crops and pets.  Always stay on the designated 
trail, and stay to the edge of hayfields.  Please alert me if there are 
any fallen trees or debris in the trail which need a chainsaw to clear.  
Now……go saddle up and ride!

Left: Trail Maintenance with Mare Olsen, Victoria Sroka & some of Kathleen Young’s 
friends she recruited for the day looking like they’re having a great time!



Advice Offered By Dr. Emily Olson – Furlong Associates, Oldwick, NJ. 

Question:  Why does my horse suddenly drool excessively?  It’s disgusting!  There are pools of saliva 
everywhere!  Is this dangerous to my horse?  What will stop it?  What can I do?   HELP!!

Answer:  Rhizoctonia Leguminicola is a fungus which affects red and white clover.  More commonly known as 
“Black Patch Disease”, when horses ingest the infected clover in their pastures, this irritates the salivary 
glands causing the horses to excessively drool and slobber.  This fungus is more prevalent in the summer months 
when it’s wet and humid.  Once the horses are removed from the infected pastures, the drooling will subside.   It 
is very important to make sure your horse stays hydrated.  Always keep fresh water available to your horse at all 
times!  This fungal infection of clover doesn’t always strike every year.  Some years are worse than others.  
Sometimes mowing the clover helps keep the fungus in control.  

This is general information only.  Any diagnosis or treatment should be at the consult of your own 
veterinarian.

The term “3-bell mule” dates back to the days when the Cavalry used horses and mules in military service. When
a green mule was brought in, its tail was shaved.
By the time the mule was able to pack, (packsaddle broke) its tail hair had grown back and a tassel (or “bell”)
was trimmed on the tail and was called a one-bell mule.
Later when the mule learned to drive, a second tassel was trimmed below the first and was called a two-bell
mule.
Finally, when that mule learned to ride, (saddle broke) a third tassel was trimmed below the second, thus
a mule that could pack, drive   and ride was a three bell Mule.
Mules were transferred to different divisions during their Military service and the bells shaved in their tail told the
troops their level of training and capability.
One, two & three bell tassels are reminiscent of days of old and still apply to the Mules of today!
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HELP!!!!     Allie is running out of letters to respond to.  Please send your 
inquires to her for the next edition of Tattle Trails to alliefinale1@gmail.com
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Dear Allie

Dear Allie, I’m an old stay-at-home girl watching all the youngsters getting primped
and fluffed, braided and bathed, lavished and loufa’d, and cream-rinsed and
conditioned every weekend.  Their bling browbands and sparkling brass buckles blind
me as I watch their sparkly toes strut off in fancy limousines followed by an entourage
of adoring servants and endless paparazzi. All I get is another layer of fly-spray and a
slightly dirty fly hat.  What’s all the fuss about anyway and don’t’ they know who I am?
  
Signed, Former Movie star on Meyersville

Dear MovieStar,

Ahh, how quickly one forgets the hey-days of bygone years.   Do you not remember
the 0’dark thirty morning awakenings, the tugging and tightening of hair bands, the
endless attention to every whisker and braid, the long days having to be at your best
and the return to home again long after the sun has set?  While life in the spotlight of
glamour and fashion are exhilarating when one is young, don’t take those lazy summer
days of quiet munching in the fields, haphazardly swishing flies (thanks to your slightly
dirty fly outfits), afternoon siestas, and dining in front of a cool fan for granted.  While
one might wish for a spa treatment more frequently to scrape the layers of flyspray
from one’s coat, the luxury of kicking back and enjoying retirement far exceeds the
demands of a competitive career in the front of the movie cameras.   You’ve had your
day in the sun, now it’s time to enjoy the twilight.  Nice strolls thru the woods with
your person so you both stay cool and out of the damaging rays of the sun are to be
enjoyed and envied.  While you might not be primped and preened to an nth degree,
sometimes the simpler life is just as good.  Give the youngsters the benefit of your
experiences and kick back and enjoy the catwalk before you.  

Stay Be-dazzled, my friend

Allie.



And leaving you with one overriding thought:
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